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highway

on the other side

Even in a small garden or one with rampaging pets and children, it is possible to create havens for wildlife.

Jane Flowers Gardens

Some of the lawn could be left as a wildlife meadow to attract bees, where a stack of logs will create a home for insects.

Grow for it

Come to Cornwall

Caterpillar Seeds Ltd, a 10-day event of horticultural talks and garden trails, runs from July 23 to August 1. Participants include British designer and broadcaster James Alexander-Sinclair, Eating like a God chef and Wikipedia founder Jimmy Wales, grand Dame of English gardening, Mary Rose, and botanist Ireland’s own David Bellamy, Sir David Attenborough, and John Thornhill. For full details, visit the website or contact the Cornish Piper Press at editor@cornishpiperpress.co.uk

Across the water

Plantlife, a British charity, offers plenty of advice on rewilding our roads and gardens. plantlife.org.uk

Jane Dig.

British Designer and Broadcaster James Alexander-Sinclair, Eating Like a God Chef and Wikipedia Founder Jimmy Wales, Grand Dame of English Gardening, Mary Rose, and Botanist Ireland’s Own David Bellamy, Sir David Attenborough, and John Thornhill. For Full Details, Visit the Website or Contact the Cornish Piper Press at Editor@Cornishpiperpress.co.uk

To tackle the housing crisis, we need to talk about ownership

Defining the rights and obligations of homeowners and helping those who will forever rent are key challenges we face

In Ireland society and its necessaries is effectively based on property ownership but decreasing space and rising prices put this under threat.

Indeed, it is interesting to note that land rights dominate property ownership. An Irish society and its economy is effectively based on property ownership but decreasing space and rising prices put this under threat. Furthermore, the Irish property market has been affected by the 2008 financial crisis, which led to a decrease in property values and a reduction in new builds.

According to the Irish News, the property market in Ireland is dominated by land sales and purchases. The Irish Land Commission is responsible for regulating the land market, and it has implemented various measures to address the housing crisis. However, these measures have not been effective, and the housing crisis remains a significant problem.

In conclusion, the housing crisis in Ireland is a complex issue, and addressing it requires a comprehensive approach. While the Irish government has implemented various measures to address the housing crisis, more needs to be done to ensure that all citizens have access to affordable and secure housing.